EDUCATION CAMPAIGN HELD IN
MAYANGE, Rwanda
Date: 24th June 2011

1.0. Introduction:
The education campaign is an initiative that was thought about by the
Millennium Villages project staff in the education and the community
mobilization sectors after realizing that the community especially parents were
not actively participating as required in the teaching and learning process of
their children and this has had a direct impact on the performance of the
learners.
Now that World Food Program is pulling out of the feeding program, it serves
food thrice in a week instead of five days, it was quite timely to hold such
campaigns that prepares parents and the entire community for the challenges
ahead since they are required to contribute the food themselves.

2.0. Objectives of the campaign:

The overall objective of the campaign is to educate/remind parents/ and the
entire Mayange community that they have to play a key role and have primary
responsibility in regards to their children’s education from pre- primary to the
highest level.
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2.1. Specific objectives include:
-

Share some education successes, best practices, and innovations.
Reflection on education issues prevalent in Mayange, for nursery,
primary, and secondary education.
Identifying potential opportunities to build on
Enable parents to understand their roles and responsibilities in
education of their children.
Propositions of suitable solutions and best practices to undertake in the
future

3.0. The Campaign:
The campaign was held in different cells of Mayange as planned as follows;

Table 1: Dates for the education Campaign at all cells.

Cell

Dates

Kagenge
Kibirizi & Gakamba
Mbyo
Kibenga

14th
15th
16th
17th

/06/2011
/06/2011
/06/2011
/06/2011

4.0. Methodology and Areas Covered:
The campaigns at each center/cell started a bit late as the communities
claimed that they had other responsibilities and duties to work on in the
morning hours and that it would be more appropriate if we had organized in
the afternoon and on their usual meeting days.
However, we went on to carry out the campaign and the agenda was as follows;
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Table 2: Agenda for the education Campaign
#

Time

Activity

1.

12:00

Opening Speech
Drama
Show/Part)

2.

12:30 PM

3.

12:45 PM

4.

1:00PM

5.

1:15 PM

Speech
Drama
Show/Part)

Description(Content)
Responsible
Highlight
on
the
Education Background, Cell
Executive
and Current status
Secretary
(1st
Drama troupe
Rwanda
Policy

Education
MVP

(2nd
Drama troupe
Lessons Learnt from the
Study trip of PTAs
PTA Member

6.

1:30 PM

Speech
Drama
Part)

7.

1:50 PM

General Discussion

8.
9.

2:20 PM
2:55PM

Presentations
Ubusabane

(3rd

Show
Drama troupe
Education
Challenges
and Possible solutions.
Groups
Outcomes from group Group
discussions (5 Mins/gp) Representative
Share drinks and Maize.

NB: Facilitators/MCs at different locations were selected from within the
Community.
Picture 1: showing community members who attended the campaign.

Community members on the
right who attended the
campaign, this was at
Kibenga cell meeting place.
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From the above agenda, the first item was a speech from the Cells Executive
secretary at different cells, and they focused at the background of education in
their respective cells, where they were, the strides made so far and the current
situation, they further emphasized the roles and responsibilities of parents in
the teaching and learning process of their children.
Item two, a Play from a Drama troupe from within the community, this was an
education drama that was supposed to be held in three parts, but due to time,
it was held once, and it covered the following areas, but mostly emphasizing
Parents roles and Responsibilities in the education of their children
-

Parents Teachers Committees
Early Childhood Education (ECCD)
Learners with Special Needs (SNE)
Enrolment and attendance.
School Feeding Program (SFP)
Gender especially looking at girls education and sanitation
Extra hours for Candidates (Remedial lessons)
Nine year basic education (9YBE)
Adult Education.
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Picture 2: A drama troupe in Mayange

On the left is a drama troupe
demonstrating a typical meeting at
school and parents raising their
issues

Among others, mainly focusing at the parents and the community that in most
cases is resistant to change and showing how those who complied befitted in
the education of their children.
Then, this was followed by a speech from MVP education sector leader that
highlighted on the Rwanda Education sector policy, what the Government
expects from parents, and also briefly looked at the project’s interventions,
opportunities available and how they should be sustainably utilized to improve
on education in general.
Parents teachers’ committee presidents followed, looked at the study trip they
had in Huye and Nyaruguru in the southern province, where functional/active
PTCs have made positive impact on the general performance of the pupils.
These schools are deep in remote villages but have been able to improve to
higher grades, feed children at schools, have high agricultural production that
even bring in income to the schools, and parents are playing a leading role in
all this.
This was followed by a general discussion on problems in the education sector,
and possible solutions, this was supposed to be done in groups but again due
to time, we rather had a general discussion. The community highlighted
problems, challenges they face and also solutions came from them.
Some of the problems mentioned included;
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-

Poverty, that parents do not have the capacity to make all the required
contributions.
Schools that misuse their contributions/ mismanagement
Teachers who do not care to follow up with the children and do not
bother to teach well as required.

And the suggested solutions;
-

Parents should always visit their children at schools to get to know the
problems/issues at school and solve them jointly with the teachers.
Look for income generating activities at the schools, just as in schools in
Huye and Nyaruguru that relieved parents from their financial
contributions to schools.

And lastly was a closing word from the Executive secretary of the sector or at
some centers his representative who summed up whatever was discussed,
thanked the project for coming up with this initiative especially at this moment
when WFP is pulling out with the School Feeding Program, called upon the
community to play a leading role in the education of their children, and finally
promised continued collaboration with the projects initiatives.
Then there was a general sharing function of drinks (Sodas and Ubushera) and
Maize with the community.

Picture 3: Sharing with the Community (Ubusabane)

From
left;
two
RENCP
representatives
from
Wellspring Foundation, next
is John from MVP, the Cells
Executive
secretary,
PTC
president, and a Teacher
from Mayange A Primary
School
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5.0. Participants:

The entire community of mayange but at respective cells, school teachers,
parents, local leaders, and students attended.
We also had three representatives from the Rwanda Education NGOs
Coordination Platform (RENCP).
They supported and contributed a lot in terms of sensitization of the
community.
One from FAWE Rwanda who looked at the importance of Girls education and
two from Wellspring Foundation for education who shared their experiences
and knowledge on functioning of the PTCs and how parents can be more active
in the teaching and learning process.
They attended one of the campaigns in Kibenga Cell.

Picture 4: Representative of RENCP from FAWE Rwanda.

On the right is Mary from FAWE,
Rwanda, she discussed on Girls
education, highlighted the challenges
faced by girls and the importance of
Girls education.
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6.0. Achievements:
-

-

-

A big number of community members got informed and aware of the
general situation of the education sector and they promised to pass on
the acquired knowledge to the rest of the community members who did
not attend.
Informed the community and specifically parents on their roles and
responsibility in the education of their children, what they are required
to fulfill for the smooth running of the school and the education process.
Built confidence in the parents that they can achieve better, after sharing
information on schools that are far in remote areas and do not have
opportunities like Mayange schools but have managed to make it.

7.0. Challenges:

First of all, time keeping was a very big challenge, almost at all centers we
started late, and this was attributed to the communities who claimed to be
having other responsibilities in the morning hours, and that the days chosen
were not convenient for some centers.
Secondly, the turn up was poor at all centers, although Kibenga was better
than others but still it was lower than expected.

8.0. Recommendations:

Such sensitization campaigns should be held more frequently because parents
still have problems with following up with the education of their children and
such demonstrations through games and plays educate better.
Local leaders should closely follow up on the parents, teachers and the pupils
to ensure that they play their roles and responsibilities as required in
collaboration with the schools.
And finally a comprehensive survey needs to be done, to find out exactly the
actual extent of the problems and look for possibilities to address them
accordingly with other stakeholders.
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9.0. Conclusion:

Generally the campaign was a success despite the shortcomings, the project
expects that this will impact and encourage participation of parents and the
entire community of Mayange in improving their involvement and participation
in the education of their children.
The project expects that this will greatly influence performance and improve on
the grades as this is the major challenge ahead.

Compiled by;
John MUGABO
MVP, Education Coordinator.
Mayange, Rwanda.
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